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Abstract—With the CMOS technology advancing and the complexity of
circuits growing, the demand for analog/mixed-signal design automation
tools is increasing quickly. Although some tools have been developed to
tackle this challenge, the performance degradation caused by process,
voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations has been less considered.
This paper presents PVTSizing, an optimization framework for PVT-
robust analog circuit synthesis. PVTSizing adopts trust region Bayesian
optimization (TuRBO) for high-quality initial datasets and reference
points. Multi-task reinforcement learning (RL) is utilized for PVT op-
timization. Both TuRBO and RL are batch-friendly, allowing parallel
sampling of design solutions. Meanwhile, critic-assisted pruning and zoom
target metrics are proposed to improve sample efficiency and reduce
runtime. In addition, this framework naturally supports sizing over
random mismatch. On 4 real-world circuits with TSMC 28/180nm process,
PVTSizing achieves 1.9×−8.8× sample efficiency and 1.6×−9.8× time
efficiency improvements compared to prior sizing tools from both industry
and academia.

Index Terms—Bayesian optimization, Reinforcement learning, PVT
variation, Analog circuit synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

As modern System-on-Chip (SoC) architectures increase in com-
plexity, the imperative for advanced design automation tools in-
tensifies. Nowadays, commercial digital circuit design automation
tools have already been widely used, greatly improving the design
efficiency of digital processing cores. However, modern chips still
incorporate various analog signal conditioning components, such as
amplifiers, references, and clocks. Due to their performance sensitivity,
analog circuits heavily rely on manual design, severely limiting design
efficiency and elongating time-to-market. As a result, the industry
is witnessing an emergent need for sophisticated automated analog
circuit design tools.

Note that analog circuit suffers from a unique challenge that is
raised by process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations. The
process variation occurs during manufacturing; the voltage variation
usually comes from the non-ideal external power supply; and the
temperature variation is caused by the working condition change.
The analog performance is usually highly sensitive to PVT variations.
For instance, the gain of an amplifier may easily vary ±20dB across
corners [1]. Thus, it is critical to maintain analog circuits’ performance
across all PVT corners to ensure chip functionality in real-world
scenarios.

In recent years, machine learning (ML) methods and black box
optimization algorithms like Bayesian optimization (BO) have become
popular in the analog design automation field. [2], [3] implement deep
neural network (DNN) models for optimization. [4]–[6] utilizes RL
agent to search for solutions. [7]–[10] treat circuit sizing as black-
box optimization problems and utilize BO to search design space.
However, most prior works focus on the typical condition optimization
[2], [3], [5], [7]–[11]. Although [7], [8], [10] and [11] take PVT
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variation into account in some testcases, no pruning for PVT is
conducted. They simply sample every design solution under full PVT
conditions without efficient PVT exploration strategies, which brings
lots of unnecessary circuit simulations, severely limiting the design
efficiency. For the existing PVT-aware circuit sizing tools embedded
with efficient PVT exploration strategies, [4] runs PVT exploration by
continuously overcoming the dominant PVT corners, but treats each
PVT condition as an independent model, introducing considerable
storage and computing overhead. [6] implements multi-task RL for
PVT exploration, but suffers from low-quality random initial sampling,
which significantly reduces the sample efficiency and success rate of
optimization. Additionally, random mismatches of analog components
can result in significant performance degradation, such as large DC
offset, even-order distortions, and low common mode rejection ratio
(CMRR). Similar to PVT variations, this challenge has not been well
addressed in prior designs.

This paper proposes PVTSizing, a batch-sampling optimization
framework for PVT-robust analog circuit synthesis. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed framework achieves much higher
efficiency in PVT-robust analog IC sizing problems compared to the
state-of-the-art tools both from the industry and academia: Sizing Over
Corners embedded in commercial tool Virtuoso [12] and RobustAna-
log [6]. The proposed analog synthesis flow can be used for mismatch
exploration directly by regarding each set of mismatch parameters as
a circuit corner.

The core contributions of our work are listed below:

• We propose PVTSizing, a batch-sampling PVT-robust analog IC
design automation tool with TuRBO for initial sampling and
multi-task RL agents for PVT-phase optimization.

• Critic-assisted pruning, a PVT-aware pruning method, is proposed
to increase convergence speed by predicting the impact brought
by sampling. This pruning method uses the information provided
by the Critic network, thus improving sample efficiency and
reducing runtime.

• Zoom target metrics are proposed to accelerate the convergence
of multi-task RL agents.

• Sizing over random mismatch is also supported to suit practical
needs better.

• The proposed PVTSizing achieves 1.9×−8.8× sample efficiency
and 1.6×−9.8× time efficiency improvements compared to state-
of-the-art tools from both industry and academia.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates
the analog sizing problem and introduces the background of trust-
region Bayesian optimization. Section III presents the details of the
proposed PVTSizing. Section IV presents and discusses experimental
results. Section V concludes the paper.



Fig. 1. The workflow of the proposed PVTSizing.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Trust Region Bayesian Optimization

In the high-dimensional black-box optimization problem, it is
difficult for a global surrogate model to fit the whole search space.
TuRBO provides the scalable global optimization via local Bayesian
optimization [13]. It selects several hypercubes within the search space
as trust regions (TR). TR has the same dimension as the search space,
and is centered at the best solution point within this TR. Each TR
contains a local surrogate model for that local area. Assume the black
box optimization problem to solve is

Find x∗ ∈ D such that f(x∗) ≤ f(x), ∀x ∈ D,

where f : D → R and D = [0, 1]n. Define the center of TR as xc.
In each iteration, a batch of candidates is selected within each TR.
If xc can continuously be improved in several consecutive iterations,
one can conclude that the global minimum is outside of this TR. So,
the side length of this TR will expand. Conversely, if xc presents no
improvement for past several consecutive iterations, xc is likely to be
the local or global minimum. In this case, the side length of this TR
will shrink. Once a TR is smaller than a given threshold, it will be
replaced by another new TR found at a random location. As a result,
the sample point that meets the target value can be quickly discovered,
even in high-dimensional optimization problems.

B. Problem Formulation

The analog circuit operates normally only when all performance
metrics meet the target. So, the analog sizing problem can be formu-
lated as a constraint satisfaction problem.

minimize 0 (1)
subject to Fi(X|Tj) < Ci, j = 1, 2, ..., k

where
X ∈ D

X = X1, X2, ..., Xn

D = D1, D2, ..., Dn

T = T1, T2, ..., Tk

C = C1, C2, ..., Cm

X is the n-dimension design solution of the sizing problem corre-
sponding to n device sizing variables. D is the n-dimension design
space. C is the m-dimension constraint vector representing m perfor-
mance metrics. T is PVT corner, and there are k PVT conditions in
total. F is the mapping from the circuit design solution to performance
metrics. Fi(X|Tj) means the ith performance metrics when we
simulate this circuit under design solution X and PVT condition Tj .

To simplify this problem, a figure of merit (FoM) is defined to
convert multiple objectives into a single target. The definition of FoM
is as follows:

FoM =

{
r, r < 0

0.2, r ≥ 0
(2)

r =


∑m

i=1 min
(

Fi−Ci
max(Fi+Ci,Ci)

, 0
)
, if we want Fi ≥ Ci∑m

i=1 min
(

Ci−Fi
max(Fi+Ci,Ci)

, 0
)
, if we want Fi ≤ Ci

Performance metrics are normalized during the calculation of FoM.
When all the constraints are satisfied, FoM is set to 0.2. This FoM
formulation is modified from [6]. The max function is added to the
denominator to ensure that the denominator is always positive, which
guarantees that metrics only affect the sign of FoM by changing the
sign of the numerator. For simplicity, we will use FoM of a design
solution X ′ under PVT condition T ′ to represent FoM(F (X ′|T ′)).

III. PROPOSED PVTSIZING

A. Framework Overview

Fig. 1 shows the overview of PVTSizing. First, it runs TuRBO for
initial sampling, generating design solutions meeting constraints under
the typical condition. Then, sample these design solutions under full
PVT conditions to generate the initial dataset. The dataset will be
updated to replay buffers. There are k corner buffers in total; each
corresponds to a PVT corner. Every buffer consists of a replay buffer
for saving simulation data and a last-sample buffer for recording the
last-sample data under the corresponding corner. Each iteration can be
divided into 6 steps.

Step 1: Prune PVT corners to get the reduced corner set.
PVT corners are grouped according to their performance metrics
stored in last-sample buffers. K-means algorithm is adopted to divide
performance metrics into B categories [14]. Each category will add
the corner with the worst last-sample FoM to the reduced corner set.

Step 2: Get candidate design solutions. Put reduced corner set
into Actor network to get B candidate design solutions.

Step 3: Get design solutions for sampling via Critic-assisted
pruning. If no solution is given, go to step 6. Critic-assisted pruning
finds the candidate that potentially improves the overall optimization
speed the most by predicting its impact.

Step 4: Sample the selected design solution under reduced
corner conditions and update corresponding buffers. Here, the
simulator will run in parallel to sample design solutions under different
corners.

Step 5: Run full PVT condition test if needed. If all performance
metrics stored in last-sample buffers satisfy the constraints, sample the
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Fig. 2. Critic-assisted pruning: a) prediction by the Critic and b) the workflow overview.

latest selected design solution in step 3 under full PVT conditions. If
this solution meets targets under all conditions, optimization ends.
Otherwise, update the buffers once again.

Step 6: Update RL agent with data stored in buffers. Only data
stored in buffers related to the reduced corner set will be selected for
updating.

B. Multi-Task RL Agent

Actor-Critic method is widely used in RL agents [15]. In PVT-
Sizing, we propose a multi-task RL agent to handle the optimization
conflict among corners. The Actor includes a 5-layer neural network.
The Actor’s input is PVT states, a 7-dimensional vector, where the
first five dimensions represent process variation by one-hot coding, and
the last two dimensions are normalized voltage and temperature. The
output of the Actor is an n-dimensional normalized design solution.
The Critic is a 5-layer neural network. The input of Critic is also an n-
dimensional normalized design solution, while the output of Critic is
a k-dimensional vector representing the predicted FoM of input under
each PVT condition.

The details of the agent updating method are given in Algorithm
1. Here, each task is defined as searching for a design solution that
meets constraints under a certain PVT condition. PCGrad algorithm
is implemented for multi-task agent updating to handle the gradient
conflict among tasks [16]. In each iteration, only tasks that are related
to the reduced corner set contribute to the final gradient for agent
updating. The Actor and the Critic are updated alternately, but have
different update frequencies according to NA and NQ.

C. Critic-Assisted Pruning

In this subsection, we will first show the overview of proposed
Critic-assisted pruning, and then present the details of formula deriva-
tion. The workflow of Critic-assisted pruning is shown in Fig. 2. Given
that B candidate solutions are generated in each iteration, but only one
solution will be sampled, a pruning strategy is needed. Meanwhile,
there is a trade-off on whether to sample if the candidates in an
iteration are not good enough. Based on the above demands, we
propose Critic-assisted pruning, a PVT-aware method.

Note that the Critic is able to predict the FoM of candidate solutions.
Experiments show that the Critic is good at predicting the relative
quality of two solutions instead of absolute FoMs. The prediction
accuracy for relative quality is 66% on average, which is sufficient
for the pruning purpose.

Meanwhile, PVTSizing utilizes last-sample buffers to record the
optimization progress of each corner. When a solution X is sampled
under several PVT conditions, the optimization progress of corre-
sponding corners will be changed. We define “up number” of a certain
X as the number of corners being better after sampling X , “down
number” of a certain X as the number of corners being worse, and

Algorithm 1: Update Method of RL Agent

1 Given the ith PVT corner of all PVT conditions Ti ;
2 Given the reduced corner set STr;
3 Given actor network A(T |θA) and critic network Q(X|θQ).

Qi refers to the ith dimension of its output;
4 Given replay buffer Br , and replay buffer for ith corner Bi

r;
5 Given update times for Actor NA, and update times for Critic

NQ;
6 for update = 1, Mupdate do
7 if update < Mupdate/2 then
8 Set NQ = 5, NA = 1;
9 else

10 Set NQ = 1, NA = 2;
11 end
12 for updateQ = 1, NQ do
13 For every Ti ∈ STr , sample a batch of (X̂i, F̂ oM i)

from Bi
r ∈ Br;

14 Update the Critic by minimizing MSE losses with
PCGrad:

15 LQi = MSELoss(F̂ oM i, Qi(X̂
i|θQ) + bias);

16 end
17 for updateA = 1, NA do
18 Update the actor by minimizing MSE losses with

PCGrad:
19 LAi = MSELoss(0.2, Qi(A(Ti|θA)|θQ) + bias)
20 end
21 end

“improvement number” of a certain X as “up number” minus “down
number.” In each iteration, the Critic will predict the “up number”
of each candidate solution, and randomly select a candidate whose
predicted “up number” is greater than a certain sample threshold β.
Note that the sample threshold β is updated in each iteration.

To accelerate the convergence speed of PVT-phase optimization,
a greater “improvement number” is preferred for every unit time. In
other words, a higher “improvement speed” is preferred, which is given
in equation (3).

G(β, Pinc, Pa) = Improvement speed (3)

=
E(Improvement number)

E(Sample interval)

β = argmax(G(β, Pinc, Pa)) (4)

Here, Pinc and Pa reflect the current quality of the Actor and
the Critic. The typical values of Pinc and Pa are 0.61 and 0.66,
respectively. The improvement speed is shown in Fig. 3. By sweeping



TABLE I
NOTATIONS IN CRITIC-ASSISTED PRUNING

Notation Definition∗ formula
fr The real FoM of X′ under T ′ fr = FoM(F (X′|T ′))
fp The predicted FoM of X′ under T ′ fp = Critic(X′)|T=T ′

fl The FoM of last sample under T ′ /
Pinc The probability of fr being better than fl Pinc = P (fr > fl)
Pa The Critic’s accuracy in predicting FoM changes Pa = P ({{fr > fl} ∩ {fp > fl}} ∪ {{fr < fl} ∩ {fp < fl}})
PH The probability of fp being better than fl PH = P (fp > fl)
PL The probability of fp being worse than fl PL = P (fp < fl)
Ps The probability of the predicted “up number” of X′ > β Given in equation (7)
IH Expected “improvement number” when fp is better than fl IH =

P ({fp>fl}∩{fr>fl})−P ({fp>fl}∩{fr<fl})
P (fp>fl)

IL Expected “improvement number” when fp is worse than fl IL =
P ({fp<fl}∩{fr>fl})−P ({fp<fl}∩{fr<fl})

P (fp<fl)

tu Time taken for Actor & Critic updating within an iteration /
ts Time taken for sampling within an iteration /

∗Assume there is a design solution X′ given by the Actor and a reduced PVT corner set STr . Corner T ′ is randomly selected within STr .

Fig. 3. Improvement speed under different Pa and Pinc

β from 0 to B, one can find the β with the highest improvement speed
in each iteration.

Formula derivation. The notations used in formula derivation are
defined in Tab. I. According to the definition, we have

E(Sample interval) = ts +
tu

1− (1− Ps)B
, (5)

E(Improvement number)

=

B∑
i=β

(
B
i

)
P i
HPB−i

L

Ps
[iIH + (B − i)IL], (6)

where

Ps =

B∑
i=β

(
B

i

)
P i
HPB−i

L , (7)

PH = PincPa + (1− Pinc)(1− Pa), (8)
PL = Pinc(1− Pa) + (1− Pinc)Pa, (9)

IH =
Pinc + Pa − 1

PH
, (10)

IL =
Pinc − Pa

PL
. (11)

Combine equation (3)-(11) to get improvement speed, which is proved
to be a function of sample threshold β. tu, ts, Pinc, and Pa are all
easy to obtain. tu and ts are measured directly in each iteration. Pinc

and Pa are estimated and soft updated after each sampling operation.

D. Zoom Target Metrics

The proposed zoom target metrics can increase optimization speed
by setting two sets of target metrics. The tighter ones, which are
usually 10% tighter than the targeted constraints, are used during the
RL agents updating to accelerate convergence. The looser ones, which
are the targeted constraints, are used in the 5th step of iteration to
decide whether to run a full PVT test and determine whether a solution
passes this test.

By setting zoom target metrics, the agent is more likely to find
and sample solutions with better metrics. Meanwhile, the tight set of
constraints makes performance metrics less likely to oscillate around
targeted constraints, which improves sample efficiency eventually.

E. Batch Sampling

Note that both TuRBO and PVT-phase optimization need batch
sampling. TuRBO samples in batches to update the center point.
PVT optimization samples in batches to simulate a design solution
under several PVT conditions. In this case, the simulator can perform
parallelly for time-saving.

F. Mismatch Exploration Strategy

Given the performance degradation caused by random mismatches,
Monte Carlo (MC) sampling should be performed during the design
phase to ensure its performance after fabrication. The proposed analog
synthesis flow in PVTSizing can be used for mismatch exploration
directly, for each set of random mismatch parameters can be regarded
as a circuit corner. Once the PVT-phase optimization is completed, the
trained RL agent N(A,Q, k) is got, where A is the Actor network,
Q is the Critic network, and k is the total number of PVT corners.
The design solution Xsel that passes the full PVT condition test will
be adopted as the starting point for the mismatch exploration. The
mismatch exploration can be divided into 5 steps.

Step 1: Implement Xsel for MC sampling. The number of MC
sampling points is k′, which is about twice as much as k. Each MC
sampling point represents a mismatch corner.

Step 2: Select k MC sampling points with the worst k FoMs, and
replace the k PVT conditions in N(A,Q, k) with k mismatch corners
of k selected MC sampling points.

Step 3: Run multi-task RL as in PVT-phase optimization and get a
new design solution X

′
sel passing all mismatch corners.

Step 4: Test X
′
sel with another k′ MC sampling points. If X

′
sel

fails to pass all these k′ mismatch corners, go back to step 2.
Step 5: Test X

′
sel with full PVT conditions. If X

′
sel fails to pass all

PVT conditions, run PVT-phase optimization again and then return to
step 1 of mismatch exploration.



Fig. 4. Topologies of testcases.

The constraints of performance metrics in mismatch exploration
differ slightly from those in PVT-phase optimization. For a statistical
metric Fs, such as DC offset, that follows Gaussian distribution, if we
want Fs ∼ N(µ, σ), we can set the constraint to Fs ∈ [µ−2σ, µ+2σ].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Testcases

Four real-world design examples are adopted to test the design effi-
ciency of PVTSizing and compare it with other state-of-the-art tools.
The testcases include the folded-cascode operational transimpedance
amplifier (FC OTA), the strongArm latch (StrongArm), the bandgap
voltage reference (BGR), and the floating inverter amplifier (FIA). The
topologies of testcases are shown in Fig. 4.

Note that the testcases are chosen carefully to fully verify the
capability of the proposed PVTSizing across various conditions. As
for the technology node, StrongArm is designed with TSMC 28nm,
while others are with TSMC 180nm. The advanced process typically
has larger variations. Regarding circuit operation conditions, FC OTA
and BGR are considered static circuits, which operate under static
operating points. In contrast, StrongArm and FIA are fully dynamic
and suffer more from various variations. For parameter sensitivity,
BGR is highly sensitive to design variables. Fine adjustments are
usually needed to cancel out the temperature coefficient of the output,
even in manual design flow. Regarding the design space size, FC OTA
has the largest design space, which is about 1055. Others’ vary from
1017 to 1024.

Folded-cascode OTA. The FC OTA testcase is a high-gain static
amplifier implemented in TSMC 180nm technology with 30 PVT
conditions. It has 20 design variables, including 7 transistor widths,
7 transistor lengths, 4 transistor ratios, and 2 capacitor values.
It has about 1055 possible points in the design space. The 30
PVT conditions consist of {TT, SS, FF, SF, FS}×{1.6V, 1.8V }×
{−40 ◦C, 27 ◦C, 125 ◦C}. The target metrics are listed below, which
are much more advanced than the prior demonstration in [6].

C =


Gain ≥ 100dB, UGB ≥ 30MHz,

PSRR ≥ 100dB, Phase margin ≥ 60 ◦,

CMRR ≥ 100dB, Noise ≤ 30mV,

Power ≤ 1mW.

StrongArm. The StrongArm Latch testcase is a dynamic com-
parator implemented in TSMC 28nm technology with 30 PVT con-
ditions. It has 14 design variables, including 6 transistor widths, 6
transistor lengths, and 2 capacitor values. It has about 1024 possi-
ble points in the design space. The 30 PVT conditions consist of
{TT, SS, FF, SF, FS}×{0.81V, 0.9V }×{−40 ◦C, 27 ◦C, 80 ◦C}.

The target metrics are listed below, with much lower reset/set delay
compared to [6].

C =


Power ≤ 40µW,

Reset delay ≤ 4ns,

Set delay ≤ 4ns,

Noise ≤ 120µV.

Bandgap reference. The BGR testcase is a reference voltage source
implemented in TSMC 180nm technology with 15 PVT conditions.
It has 8 design variables, including 2 transistor widths, 2 transistor
lengths, 3 resistor values and one resistor ratio. It has about 1023

possible points in the design space. The 15 PVT conditions consist of
{TT, SS, FF, SF, FS}×{3V, 4V, 5V }. The target metrics are listed
below. Note that temperature variation has already been considered in
the temperature coefficient.

C =


Temperature coefficient ≤ 100ppm,

Average current ≤ 2µA,

1V ≤ Output voltage ≤ 2V.

Floating inverter amplifier. The FIA testcase is an emerging
dynamic amplifier implemented in TSMC 180nm technology with
30 PVT conditions. It has 6 design variables, including 2 transistor
widths, 2 transistor lengths, and 2 capacitor values. It has about 1017

possible points in the design space. The 30 PVT conditions consist of
{TT, SS, FF, SF, FS} × {1.1V, 1.2V } × {−40 ◦C, 27 ◦C, 80 ◦C}.
The target metrics are listed below, with similar energy consumption
and noise requirements compared to the state-of-the-art design in [18].

C =

{
Energy/conv. ≤ 1.5pJ,

Noise ≤ 70mV.

We apply PVTSizing to these four testcases and record the number
of samples and runtime. To provide a good baseline, Sizing Over
Corners embedded in Virtuoso [12] from industry and RobustAnalog
[6] from academia are also applied for the same specs. For PVTSizing,
the batch size for training and sampling is set to 20 and 8, respectively.
All circuits are simulated by Cadence Spectre. And PVTSizing is
implemented with PyTorch.

B. Mismatch Exploration

To showcase the mismatch exploration capability of the proposed
framework, FC OTA is sized over random mismatch with constraints
modified as follows.

C =


Gain ≥ 100dB, UGB ≥ 30MHz,

PSRR ≥ 80dB, Phase margin ≥ 60 ◦,

CMRR ≥ 84dB, Noise ≤ 30mV,

Power ≤ 1mW, DC offset ∼ N(0, 0.8mV ).



TABLE II
OPTIMIZATION RESULTS ON FOUR REAL-WORLD CIRCUITS

Testcases FC OTA StrongArm BGR FIA

# of
samples

PVTSizing 538 174 365 334
Virtuoso 1023 674 3232 764
RobustAnalog 4202 2033 8238 2043

Sample efficiency
improvement 1.9× 3.8× 8.8× 2.2×

Runtime
PVTSizing 0.68h 0.25h 0.43h 0.29h
Virtuoso 1.14h 2.45h 1.63h 0.88h
RobustAnalog 3.87h 3.00h 8.59h 2.93h

Time efficiency
improvement 1.6× 9.8× 3.7× 3.0×

Success
rate

PVTSizing 100% 100% 90% 100%
Virtuoso 100% 100% 100% 100%
RobustAnalog 80% 100% 20% 100%

In tests with success rate less than 100%, only data with successful
optimization are included.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF ABLATION STUDY

Testcases FC OTA StrongArm BGR FIA

# of
samples

Proposed 538 174 365 334
w/o TuRBO 1035 375 902 386
w/o pruning1 551 253 581 301
w/o ZTM2 705 187 472 524

Runtime

Proposed 0.68h 0.25h 0.43h 0.29h
w/o TuRBO 1.71h 0.68h 1.04h 0.35h
w/o pruning 0.73h 0.45h 0.60h 0.22h
w/o ZTM 1.08h 0.30h 0.57h 0.50h

Success
rates

Proposed 100% 100% 90% 100%
w/o TuRBO 90% 100% 10% 80%
w/o pruning 100% 100% 70% 70%
w/o ZTM 100% 100% 70% 90%

In tests with success rate less than 100%, only data with successful
optimization are included.

1refers to Critic-assisted pruning.
2refers to zoom target metrics.

A statistical metric, DC offset, is added, and the constraints for
PSRR and CMRR are relaxed. Note that both PSRR and CMRR are
highly sensitive to random mismatch. When 1 σ and 3 σ of mismatch
appear at the input stage, the ideal CMRR of this FC OTA is around
94dB and 85dB, respectively. So, making CMRR better than 84dB
across all mismatch corners is not easy.

The effectiveness and efficiency of PVTSizing on mismatch explo-
ration is evaluated and compared with Sizing Over Corners embedded
in Virtuoso. They use the same Xsel as the starting point of mismatch
exploration.

C. Results and Discussions

Tab. II shows the optimization results. Among all 4 testcases,
PVTSizing achieves the highest sample efficiency and lowest runtime.
Compared to Virtuoso and RobustAnalog, the sample efficiency and
time efficiency are increased by 1.9×-8.8× and 1.6×-9.8×, respec-
tively. The sample efficiency of the BGR case is improved significantly
(by 8.8× compared to Virtuoso). However, its success rate is slightly
lower than Virtuoso (90% for PVTSizing). This is because BGR is
extremely sensitive to device sizes. In this case, the global searching
method adopted by Virtuoso may realize a slightly higher success rate
at the cost of low sample efficiency.

To further demonstrate the improvement brought by the proposed
techniques, the ablation study is conducted in Tab. III. It shows
that TuRBO and zoom target metrics both contribute to the sample
efficiency and success rate. One may notice that the Critic-assisted
pruning improves the success rate but reduces sample efficiency in the

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF MISMATCH EXPLORATION ON FC OTA

Framework # of samples Runtime Successed?
PVTSizing 823 3.73h Yes

Virtuoso 5267 5.27h Yes
Improvement 6.4× 1.4× /

FIA case. This is because only data with successful optimization are
included for sample efficiency and runtime calculation. As a result,
the sample number with a success rate less than 100% is actually
underestimated. If the success rate is taken into account, the sample
efficiency with the Critic-assisted pruning is increased in all cases.

As shown in Tab. IV, the proposed PVTSizing demonstrates higher
sample efficiency and lower runtime in mismatch exploration tasks.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed PVTSizing, a batch-sampling optimiza-
tion framework for the PVT-robust analog sizing problem. PVTSizing
utilizes TuRBO for initial sampling and multi-task RL agents for PVT
optimizations. The Critic-assisted pruning and zoom target metrics
are proposed to improve sample efficiency and reduce runtime. In
addition to PVT corners, the proposed framework naturally supports
mismatch exploration. Experiments on real-world circuits demonstrate
that PVTSizing offers higher sample efficiency and time efficiency
than prior tools from industry and academia.
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